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ALlSTRACT. The sugges tio n that patches of basa l ice may freeze to the bed of a g lac ier due to certa in 
regelat ion effects has been tes ted in the la boratory by applying hig h h ydrosta tic pressures to ice sa mples at 
the pressure- melt ing point. During compress ion, ice temperatures fo ll ow the pressure-melting po int closel y, 
but a ft er rap id decompression the ice tempera ture a t first returns onl y half to three-qua rte rs of the way to 
the pressure-mciting poin t , a ft e r which it appea rs to wa rm by t herm a l conduction fro m outside the ice 
sa mple. If the moving ice a t the base of a glac ie r beha\'es in the same way as it is ex posed to changing 
pressure fi elds, frozen patches at bedrock a re to be expected. 

R ecords of stra in variations in a tunnel beneat h Glacier d'Argentiere show two types of stra in e,·ent s. 
The first is a rap id jump or offset in the recorded strain, while the seco nd a re strai n excursions, initiated by a 
change in strain over a period up to ten seconds, fo llowed by a g radual recovery to the o rigina l strain over 
some minutes . It is sugges ted tha t the offset c" en ts a re due to nea rby stress release duc to fracturing of 
frozen patches of ice at the bedrock while the stra in-excursion events sh ow t he more dista nt adj ustment of the 
glacia l bed to the former events due to the time lags assoc iated w ith ch a nges of wate r-film thickness a nd 
regelation h eat Aow. 

R ESUME. Eifets de la/usioll sous pressioll dans la glace du/ond d'un glacier temperi. Etudes ell laboratoire et observa
tions de terrain 50115 le glacier d'Argellt iire. L'hypothese que des la mbeaux de glace de fond p euvent adhere r 
au lit roch eux d ' un glacier par certa ins clTets de regel a ete soumise a I'epreuve du labora toire en appliq uan t 
de fort es pressions hydrostatiq ues a des echanti llons d e glace a u point d e fusion par press ion. Pendant la 
periode d e compression, la temperature de la glace se regie exaClcmen t sur le point de fusion correspondant 
a la press ion, mais apres une decompress ion brutal e, la tempera ture d e la g lace revient d 'a bord de seulement 
la moitie o u les trois-qua rts du ch emin qui la sepa re du point de fusion sous press ion, ap res quoi la tempera
ture semble se rechauffer par conduction thermique depuis I'exte ri eur de I'echa ntillon . Si la glace en 
mouvem ent sur le fond d 'un g lac ie r se comporte de la meme maniere lo rsqu ' il est expose a d es va ria ti ons de 
pression, on peut s'att endre a la formation de lam beaux de glace de fo nd adhera nt a la , oche par regel. 

Des enregistrements de variations de contraintes dans un tunnel creuse sous le g lac ier d 'Argentiere 
montre deux types d 'evenem ents. Le premier es t un sa ut rapide o u un p ic clans I'enregistrement des con
tra intes, tandis que les seconds sont de petit es indenta tions de la courbe des contra in tes commen~ant pa r 
une va ri a tion d ' une duree a ll a nt jusqu 'a 10 secondes sui vies d'un retour graduel a la valeur originelle en 
queiques minutes. On suggere que les pics sont dus a d es relachements souda ins par ruptu"e dans le voisinage 
de zones a dhe ra nt a la roche par le gel , tandis que les indenta tions reveient des ajustem e nts se produisant 
plus loi n, du lit glaciai re a ux evenements ci-dessus en raison du retard introduit pa r les varia tions dans 
l'epa isseur du film liquide et du Aux de cha leur d e regel. 

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG. DrucksclIlllel::eJJekte illl Eis am Untergrtllld tcmperierter Gletsciler. Laborlllltersllcilllllgell 1111d 
Feldbeobachtullgeu llllter dem Glacier d ' A rgclI liere. Die Annahme, dass Flecke n von Eis infolge gewisser R egelations
effckte an d as Bett eines G le tschers anfrieren konnten, wurde im L a bor du rch Aufpdigung hoher hydro
sta tischer Drucke auf Eisproben am Druckschmelzpunkt gepri.ift. vVa hrend der K ornpress ion liegen die 
Eistemperaturen d icht am Druckschmelzpunkt , aber nach schnelle r D ekompression kehrt die E istemperatur 
zuerst nur zur H alfte bis dre i Viertel des Weges zu m Druckschmelzpunkt zuruck, wonach es infolge d er 
Warmeleitung von ausserha lb der Probe zu warm zu sein scheinl. W e nn das bewegte Eis am G runde eines 
Gletschers sich gerade so ve rhalt , a ls ware es wechselnden Druckfeldern ausgesetzt, da nn sind a ufgefrorene 
Flecken am F elsbett zu erwa rten . 

Aufzeichnungen der Span nungsschwankungen in e inem Tunnel unte r dem Glacier d ' A rgent ierc zeigen 
zwei Typen von Spannungsre ignissen. Der erste ist e in schneller Sprung oder Absatz in d er Spa nnungs
aufzeichnung, wahrend der zweite in Spannungsausschlagen besteht, die mit einem Spannungswechsel uber 
eine Period e bis zu 10 Sekunden beginnen, gefolgt von einer a ll mahli ch en Ri.ickkehr zur Ausgangsspannung 
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in einigen Minuten. Es wird a ngenommen, dass die Sprungereignisse durch Druckabfa ll in d er Nachbarscha ft 
infolge des Abbruchs angefrorener Eisflecke n vom Felsbett verursacht werden, wahrend die Spannungs
ausschlage die weiter entfernte Anpassung d es Gletscherbettes an die vorher genannten Ereignisse wieder
geben, die infolge der zeitlichen Verzogerung mit Schwankunge n in der Dicke d es Wasserfilms und mit 
dem Fluss von Regelationswarme verbunden ist. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

This paper describes results from two investigations designed to test the hypothesis that a 
temperate glacier may freeze to its bed in isolated patches. In the laboratory experiments an 
ice block, whose boundary was maintained at various temperatures close to the equilibrium 
melting temperature, was subjected to different hydrostatic loads for different periods, while 
careful measurements of the temperature (to ± 0.005 K) were made at its centre with a 
thermocouple. In the field experiment, continuous records of strain down to 10- 8 over a 10 m 
gauge length were made at three sites in two rock tunnels within 10 m of the ice/rock interface 
under the Glacier d' Argentiere, Mont Blanc, France. The records show characteristic strain 
events lasting a few minutes that appear to be elastic changes in the rock resulting from 
changes in the surface tractions between the glacier and its bed. 

Robin (1976) suggested two processes that would result in patches of the bed of a temperate 
glacier being colder than the pressure-melting point. The first process involves a heat-pump 
effect that is expected to occur during steady flow of a glacier over bedrock irregularities. 
The second process suggests that intermittent freezing of bedrock patches may result from 
time variations in the pressure of subglacial water and resultant changes of ice loading on 
bedrock protruberances. 

The above processes depend on the assumption that if the hydrostatic pressure o.n a parcel 
of ice at the pressure-melting point is increased rapidly, the temperature through the parcel 
of ice will fall rapidly to the new pressure-melting point, the necessary heat balance being 
preserved by absorption of latent heat by melting within the ice mass. When the hydrostatic 
pressure is rapidly decreased it will quickly warm to the new warmer pressure-melting point 
as latent heat is absorbed by freezing of melt water only if there is sufficient melt water 
distributed throughout the parcel of ice. However if there is no melt water present, the ice 
will remain at the colder temperature of its former pressure-melting point until heat is 
supplied by conduction from the boundaries of the parcel or by the heat generated in 
deforming the ice mass. 

The heat-pump hypothesis suggests that as basal glacier ice moves into a high-pressure 
zone up-stream of an obstacle and is cooled by increasing pressure, the resultant water is 
squeezed out through capillaries into the subglacial water film. Then when this ice moves 
on to regions oflpwer pressure, the ice remains cold because the capillaries have closed under 
pressure, and latent heat is no longer readily available. The effect may occur throughout the 
glacier sole of the order of decimetres or metres in thickness, and be sufficient to maintain cold 
patches of ice one or two metres across beneath a glacier moving at speeds of the order of 
I md-I. 

The second process envisages the major part of the weight of a glacier being supported by a 
water film at relatively low pressure and a smaller fraction by areas of high pressure over 
bedrock humps. Since the total weight must balance the total basal (water) pressure over a 
wide area, an increase of the low water pressure will produce a proportionally greater drop in 
pressure over the smaller high-pressure areas . If sufficient latent heat from water is not 
available within this ice mass , then it will not adjust to the warmer pressure-melting point, 
'but will freeze to the bed. 

If frozen patches are caused by either process, they are likely to produce a change of 
traction with time between the glacier and bedrock, since the ice will adhere to the rock in 
the absence of a water film . Since such patches could be some tenths of a degree Celsius 
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below pressure-melting point, the shear tractions could be quite large (at least o. I MN m-2) , 

and these would increase as the glacier moved forward. It would be expected, therefore, 
that from time to time a crack would run between the ice and the rock to relieve the stress. 
With a time constant, which depended on the diffusion of heat away from the crack faces, the 
crack would "heal" and the ice again become frozen to the rock. This effect would lead to a 
"jerky" sliding of the glacier over its bed. 

Although Goldthwait (1973) observed jerky motion only at the upper surface of glaciers 
and not at bedrock, observations of the jerky nature of glacial sliding have been reported 
beneath 0sterdalsisen in Norway by Theakstone ( 1967) who recorded the motion of a peg 
driven into the ice roof of a cavity beneath the glacier. Vivian and Bocquet ( 1973) also 
reported irregular sliding beneath Glacier d'Argentiere. Care was taken to eliminate instru
mental stick- slip in these observations, but the possibility of such effects remain. Ol1r field 
observations give an independent indication of jerky sliding through our recording of strain 
events due to changing traction between the ice and rock. 

2 . LABORATORY STU DIES 

2. I. Introduction 

The laboratory experiments had two objects. The first was to confirm that the adjustment 
of pressure-melting point under increasing pressure took place immediately following applica
tion of pressure. The second was to see if the heat-pump process could be shown to take place 
under laboratory conditions. It was expected that the results of these experiments would also 
confirm the accepted coefficient of change of melting point with pressure. 

2.2. Apparatus 

The apparatus is shown in Figure I. Fine-grained snow formed by grinding ice (made from 
distilled water) in an electric coffee grinder, was packed in a cylinder around a small Chromel j 
Alumel thermocouple supported at the end of a stainless-steel tube. Distilled water was added 
to the snow and allowed to freeze to form a polycrystalline ice cylinder with randomly 
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orientated grains and many air bubbles . The cylinder and a close-Ltting piston w ere then 
lowered into an ice /salt /water ba th and left for about one hour in the ba th until a steady 
tempera ture was recorded . Load s were then applied to the piston via a simple h ydra ulic 
system and press ; the pressure a ppli ed to the ra m was monitored with a gauge , and the 
E .M .F . from the thermocouple junc ti on compa red to a second thermocouple junction in a 
triple-point cell , amplified and recorded on a cha rt recorder. A second thermocouple was 
used to measure the temperature on the outside of the cylinder. T emperature cha nges of 
0.00 I K could be resolved . T he mixture in the ice /salt /wa ter bath could be vari ed to change 
the tempera ture on the ou ts ide of the cylinder ; the stress distribution in the ice block was 
assumed to be hydrosta ti c and equal to the load a ppli ed to the piston divided by its area . 
The temperature ch a nge in the middle of the ice block was measured for various bo undary 
temperatures and cha nges in hydrosta tic pressure . 

2.3. Results and discussion 

Compression of samples below the pressure-melting point shows adi abatic wa rming on 
compression tha t takes place a t a similar rate to the increase of pressure . This indicates tha t 
our assumpti on th a t the hydrosta ti c pressure in the sample follows the changes of pressure of 
the hydra uli c sys tem is correct. When a consta nt pressure is left on the sys tem (Fig. 2a), it 
the n cools bac k to th e a mbient tem pera ture with a t ime consta nt of the order of 30 s due to 
the rmal conduction a nd the geom e try of our experi m e nt. When pressure is removed , adiaba tic 
cooling of the order of 0.1 K takes place and the p rocess is reve rsed . The magnitude of thi s 
cooling is simila r to th a t of the w a r m ing, whi ch confirms the adi a b a ti c effect. 

When the experi ment is repea ted on ice close to the pressure-melting po int , w e see in 
Figure 2b that ins tead of adi a ba ti c wa rming due to compress ion , the sa mple cools ra pidl y as 
the pressure is a pplied so that there is no detecta bl e time lag (less tha n 2 s) before the thermo
couple records the new press ul"e-melting point within the sampl e. T hi s shows tha t this 
temperature cha nge is due to processes wi thin the ice mass. Thermod ynamic reasons in line 
with this argument g iven by A. B. Pippard (person a l communi ca tion ) are presented in the 
Appendix . 

The above obser va ti on indica tes t ha t where tempera te ice a t the base of a g lacier moves 
into a zone of increasing pressure, the tempera ture fi eld will be d e termined direc tl y by the 
pressure fi eld thro ughout the ice m ass . 

The immedi a te lowering of te mperat ure a t 50 ba rs was 0. 49 ± 0.0 1 K (Fig. 2b), a nd at 
100 ba rs I.05 ± 0.0 1 K (Fig. 2C) . This is grea ter tha n the lowering expected for pure ice of 
0 .0074 K per ba r , a nd shows the a dditional lowering of 0.002 4 K p er bar due to presence of 
air dissolved in wa ter (Harri son , 19 72 ). The m a in uncertainty in these observa tions is the 
m easuremen t of pressure, which w as read off a n industri al pressure gauge. 

When pressure is removed fr om the sample, whic h takes around two seconds, the tempera
ture of the centra l thermocouple ri ses over the sam e time interval b y a li tt le over h a lf of its 
prev ious fall in temp era ture, and it continues to rise slowl y for one to five minutes to re turn to 
the tempera ture of t he wa ter bath (Fig. 2d). The time constant fo r this ri se ( I /e of tempera
ture after release of pressure of 50 b a rs) varies from roughly 40 s a ft er the pressure was applied 
fo r a bout 5 s, 60 s after a pplying the pressure for 90 s, and 90 s a ft er a pplying the pressure for 
300 s (Fig. 2b) . W e interpret these results as indi ca ting tha t p erha ps half the free wa ter 
produced by compression remains di stributed throughout the sa mple, while the rem a inder 
escapes possibly a round the piston . For the ru n sh own in Figure 2e a layer of around 0.5 cm 
of compressed ta lc was inserted a b ove the ice, a bo ut 2 mm from the thermocouple, to see if 
thi s would a bsorb a la rge fracti on of wa ter produced during compression. No sig nificant 
change is apparent . 
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Fig. 2. Temperature challges produced by loading and unloading the ice block.' (a) ice at - I.09°e, load of 50 barsfor 5 mill; (b ) ice 
at o,oooe, load of 50 bars for 5 mill; (c) ice at o.oooe, load of lOO bars for 5 mill ; (d ) ice at o,oooe, load of 50 bars for 
times from 5 s to 300 s (IS showll ; (e) ice at o.oooe, load of 50 bars, with absorbent layer of talc comJJTessed ill chamber. 

The time constant for warming up following decompression of samples at o ,oo°C is not 
less than that for decompression at - I.Og OC , when no water is present , This indicates that 
the later part of the warming of samples initially at o,oo°C is due to thermal conduction 
processes, probably from the boundaries of the cylinder. I t is clear that some redistribution 
of water within the cylinder has taken place, especially in the vicinity of the thermocouple, 
The major redistribution clearly takes place within 5 s at 50 bars pressure, To this extent we 
appear to have confirmed the presence of heat-pumping in the cylinder, and thus its probable 
importance beneath a glacier, 

3· CONTINUOUS MEASUREMENTS OF THE STRAIN CHANGES IN THE ROCK UNDER GLACIER 

D' ARGENTI1mE 

3. I. Instrumentation 

Under Glacier d'Argentiere, Mont Blanc, France, a network of tunnels has been dug for a 
hydro-electric scheme, Some of these tunnels pass very close to the bed of the glacier. In 
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two tunnels, which were within 10 m of the bed, three geophysical wire strainmeters (with 
a resolution of I in 108 strain, and 10 m gauge lengths) were installed and run for three
week periods between September 1975 and July 1976. Wire strain meters have been used 
successfully for the measurement of earth tides (King and Bilham, 1973), and were not 
modified for this experiment. Data were recorded on three separate chart recorders, although 
the instruments did have a common a.c. power supply. A plan of the tunnel network at the 
site appears in Figure 3, and a profile showing the relation of the strainmeters to the glacier 
bed appears in Figure 4. The vertical plane containing the strainmeters was approximately 
perpendicular to the direction of flow of the glacier at the site. At this point, under about 
80 m of ice, the glacier moves over a rock bar; about 20 m down-glacier of the instruments, a 
series of cavities have formed across the glacier, and on the surface there is an extensive 
crevasse field. 
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The glacier has been well studied by R. A. Vivian and his co-workers. In particular they 
have installed in one of the cavities a device for measuring the sliding speed of the glacier 
(Vivian and Bocquet, 1973), and have studied the fluctuations in volume of water discharged 
(Vivian and Zumstein, 1973)' 
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Fig. 4. The profile of the glacier bed in the plane of the three strailllneters. 

Good-quality strain data were collected on instruments A and C for three-week periods in 
September 1975, January 1976, and April 1976. The records all showed long-period strain 
changes, probably due to Earth tides, but also frequent but not regular strain excursions. Two 
types of events were observed; simple small offsets, and strain excursions which began with ·a 
very rapid (but not instantaneous) change followed by a slow decay back to the original 
value. Some examples are shown in Figure 5. The strain excursion events are strikingly 
similar to events observed on tilt-meters close to the San Andreas fault in California (McHugh 
and Johnston, 1977); on the fault the surfaces move rela tive to each other at only about 
10 mm per year (see Fig. 6 ) . 

The time between events for each instrument has been carefully analysed, and the resulting 
distributions compared with an exponential distribution, using a chi-squared test to examine 
whether the events are random. For each of the time series considered, the distribution was 
found to be exponential wi th an IX value of better than 0.05; at this level of significance the 
events are random. Histograms showing the distributions are shown in Figure 7. 

Correlations between instruments A and C were also examined over a two-week period, 
and in 30 % of the events the time at which they occurred was the same within the error of the 
time determination (c. 10 min) . Because the instruments were some 70 m apart in different 
tunnels , and had different chart recorders and stabilized power supplies , the latter result is 
good evidence that the events a re indeed real. In some cases, an offset event on one meter 
appeared to coincide with a strain excursion event on the other instrument. 

For three days in April 1976 a vertical seismometer was operated alongside the strainmeter 
A. Many seismic events were observed when the magnetic tapes were replayed ; a large 
proportion of the events had signatures which were similar to seismograms presented by 
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Fig. 5. Some examples of the evellts observed 011 the records qf the straillllleters . The trace is a measure of the elastic straill 
challges ill the rock tunllel as the glacier slides over its bed above the tllllnel. 

eave and Savage (1970), VanWormer and Berg (1973), or Weaver and Malone (1976), 
who installed geophones or seismometers close to glaciers. Some of the seismic events could 
be correlated with events observed on the records from the strainmeters. 

A comparison of events at different times of the year shows two features. Individual events 
in September show about three times the magnitude of the strain jump seen in April, when 
small offset events form a higher proportion of the total. To compare the time interval 
between events in summer and other seasons, we show on the diagrams the number of events 
per day on individual strain meters at different times of the year. We see that in September 
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Fig. 6. Similar events observed ill bore holes close to the San A"dreosfault, California (froll! McHltgh and l O/lIlston, 1977 ). 

events take p lace around twice as frequently as in December- January and nea rly three times 
as frequently as in Apri l. 

Vivian (1975) gives a table of glacier sliding speeds in the area of our observations for 
1971 to 1973. The sliding speed in April of 17.4 mm h- ' was the slowest of the year, wh ile it 
was 26.6 mm h- ' in September, a simi lar value to August, after more rapid sliding in June 
and July. 
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1975 to 3 J anuary 1976; (d ) strainmeter C, 17 April to 16 May 1976. 

A search for a diurnal variation in the interval between events failed to show any such vari
ation, although this variation might be expected in summer if the variations of pressure of the 
basal water fi lm follow the pattern of water discharge in the main subglacial drainage system. 

While seasonal variation indicates some possible link between events and summertime 
conditions of faster sliding and variable subglacial water supply, this is not apparent in the 
diurnal pattern. 
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3.3. Possible explanations of strain events 

A simple picture of such events is that a frozen patch which adheres to bedrock will 
experience an ever-increasing stress as the glacier moves forward so that eventually a crack 
runs part or all the way across the frozen patch and relieves the stress. Goodman (unpublished) 
has calculated the stress field due to a square patch with a side of 2 m and finds that if a shear 
traction of 0.1 MN m- 2 were applied to the patch, the strain field would be large enough at 
10 m to record strains of similar magnitude to those in Figure 2. Furthermore the strain field 
from a point force on the surface falls off as I / r4, where r is the distance from the force. 

The apparent correlation of some seismic events with records from strainmeter A supports 
the idea of fast crack propagation due to stress. While this would be consistent with our simple 
offset events, the typical rise time of our strain excursion of the order of 10 S on the strainmeter 
does not fit this model. The coincidence in time between the two types of event in some 
observations suggests that they are associated in a common mechanism. Consider the effect 
if the frozen patch is not immediately adjacent to our strainmeter. If large events, such as 
crack propagation from large frozen patches, or the opening of surface cracks on the glacier, 
are too far from our strainmeter to be measured directly, that is at a distance much greater 
than 10 m, we may note the resultant effect of fracturing on the remainder of the glacier. 
Release of stress from large events will increase stresses on the surrounding bedrock with at 
least two consequences. The distribution of pressure and ·thickness in the basal water film will 
change, and in turn the flow of heat through rock and ice that is an essential part of the 
regelation process will be altered . The time constants of these two processes may differ 
widely. If one of the changes has a time constant of the order of ten seconds and the other one 
of some minutes, this could explain the form of the strain record, since both prpcesses will 
affect traction at the ice/rock interface and hence elastic strains in the rock. 

The increasing occurrence of strain events during summer and the larger amplitude of 
the events could fit the hypothesis of basal freezing due to changes of basal water pressure, 
although increasing surface fracturing due to faster flow offers another explanation. During 
winter months when the basal water flow is expected to be steady and of low discharge, 
and the glacier motion uniform, the heat-pump action may account for events. 

Since one would expect some regularity of freezing action of any individual patch, either 
through time constants associated with flow and heat-pump action, or through increased 
changes of water pressure during daytime in summer months, the random time distribution 
of strain events does not appear to favour the freezing hypothesis. However if we are looking 
at events from a large number of freezing patches, each with a different time constant, the 
random timing of the sum of events is to be expected. To record a large number of events 
could involve a wide area of coverage. If this were the case, we should expect distant events 
to be recorded at all strainmeters. Since some 30% appear common to all strain meters there 
is limited support for this hypothesis. As the surface is at least 80 m from our strain gauges, 
we should expect a high proportion of any events due to surface fracture to be common to all 
strain gauges. It appears however that we are dealing with more local phenomena for the 
majority of events, for which our hypothesis of fractured patches of ice frozen to bedrock can 
provide an explanation. While other explanations are also possible, the basic information on 
these events must be taken into account in any hypothesis of ice- bedrock sliding. 
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APPENDIX 

W e consider an ice block, initia ll y a t its equilibrium melting temperatu re, when a pressure is sudden ly applied. 
The immediate fall in temperature to the new equilibrium melting temperature is achieved by a small fract ion 
of the ice block melting and ext racting latent heat from the surrou nding ice. A. B. Pippard (personal communica
tion) has supplied a thermodynamic argument to show that the fraction of water in an ice /water block, "', will 
increase if the block is subjected, ad iabatically to a pressure change. If SI is the entropy of the ice, and Sw the 
entropy of the wa ter, the entropy of the block S B is 

Sn = ",Sw + ( I - "') SI . 

But Sw - SI = L/ T, where L is the latent heat of ice, and T the temperature. Then for an ad ia batic change 
dS = 0, and if S (p, T ), 

and the system moves a long the solidus 

(
OSI) d (L) d ", L 

0 = Sf melting + "dj T + dp T ' 

d(L/ T )/dP is very small compared to the other terms, (OSI /Op)rn elting must be negative because 

( OSI) (OV) [Cp
( dT) ] Si melti ng = - 'bT p - T - dp melting , 

a nd consequently d,,/dp is p os itive, and water is produced on compress ion. 
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DIS CUSS IO N 

W. B. KAMB : In your experiments, if water were being expressed from the sample under the 
applied pressure, as need ed in the heat-pump mechanism, one would expect the immedia te 
temperature rise on release of pressure to be smaller the longer the time the pressu re is applied , 
but your experiments d o not a ppear to show that. Why? 

G. DE Q. ROBI N: One purpose of the experiments was to test this idea. W e could not a pply 
the pressure pulse for less tha n 5 s with our system, and it appears that the major redistribu
tion of water took place in that time. Subsequently some blocking action may have prevented 
escape of water, as seems likely from the relatively large recovery of temperature shown on the 
las t (300 s) pulse in our series experiments, in comparison with the two other 300 s pulses 
shown. I t wou ld be inte res ting to des ign a n experiment in which much shor ter time pulses 
were used , provided we could match them with the response time of our temperature measure
ment. 
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